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A B S T R A C T   

Adaptive quantization proves to be an effective tool to improve coding performance. In this paper, we propose an 
adaptive spatiotemporal perception aware quantization algorithm to increase subjective coding performance. To 
measure the spatiotemporally perceptual redundancy, the perceptual complexity models are firstly established 
with spatial and temporal characteristics respectively. With the help of the models, the adaptive spatial and 
temporal quantization parameter (QP) offsets are then calculated for each coding tree unit (CTU), respectively. 
Finally, the perceptually optimal Lagrange multiplier of each CTU is determined with the spatial–temporal QP 
offset. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm reduces 8.6% and 8.4% Bjontegaard-Delta Rate 
(BD-Rate) with Structural Similarity Index Metric (SSIM) in average over the second generation of Audio Video 
Coding Standard (AVS2) reference software RD17.0 in Low-Delay-P (LDP) and Random-Access (RA) configu-
rations, respectively. The subjective assessment proves that the proposed algorithm can reduce the bitrates with 
the same subjective quality significantly.   

1. Introduction 

With the development of the information society, multimedia con-
tent is widely used and some important technologies have been devel-
oped [1–5]. Video data consumes the majority of multimedia data, and it 
is forecasted to dramatically grow with ultra-high definition (UHD) 
video applications being popularized in the near future. In order to 
relieve the burden of video storage and transmission, the video 
compression technique is introduced. To meet the increasing demand, 
High-Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [6] and AVS2 [7] have been 
proposed. In this paper, we focus on the adaptive quantization (AQ) 
method research for video coding since a suitable AQ method can 
improve the coding performance more efficient. 

AQ is an important tool for video coding to improve coding perfor-
mance. It adjusts the quantization parameter (QP) for different coding 
units (CU) with the corresponding spatial, temporal or perceptual 
characteristics. According to different characteristics, AQ schemes can 
be divided into two categories. One type of schemes is designed with 
objective characteristics. For example, two spatial AQ methods (AQ-1 
Method and AQ-2 Method) and a temporal AQ method (CUTree Method) 

are incorporated in x265 [8], one version of the implementation soft-
ware of HEVC. The two spatial AQ methods only consider the spatial 
variance and the CUTree Method constructs a temporal propagation 
model using the Sum of Absolute Transformed Difference (SATD) to 
determine the QP for each CU. 

In the HM16.0 [9], the spatial AQ method, named TM5 Model [10], 
measures quantization step by the spatial activity of a CU in relation to 
the frame-level average spatial activity. However, compared to AQ-2 
Method, the performance is limited because the TM5 Model utilizes 
minimum variance of sub CU to determine the spatial activity of the 
whole upper CU, which means that the spatial activity of the large-sized 
CU is estimated insufficiently. 

In addition to the spatial activity, the temporal inter-frame de-
pendency is also a significant characteristic of videos. In [11], the 
temporally dependent Rate-Distortion Optimization (RDO) is proposed 
and the motion prediction Sum of Square Difference (SSD) is utilized as 
the temporal complexity to calculate the final Lagrange multiplier for 
each CU. However, this method adapts the Lagrange multiplier to get 
better Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) instead of AQ, which means 
that the QP keeps the same as the frame level. This leads to incomplete 
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removal of temporal redundancy. Similar to [11], the motion prediction 
SSD is also used as the temporal complexity [12], in which the QP offsets 
of CUs are determined. However, the QP is only adjusted according to 
the Lagrange multiplier of each CU empirically within small intervals. 

Although the above mentioned AQ methods can improve the coding 
performance, these methods have not considered the characteristics of 
the human visual system (HVS). Thus the perceptual redundancy is not 
removed sufficiently. To improve the subjective quality of video coding, 
other AQ scheme is needed to take perceptual characteristics into 
consideration. 

SSIM-based AQ is proposed in [13], which takes SSIM as the 
perceptual distortion metric to guide the selection of Lagrange multi-
plier and QP offsets for CUs in all depths. However, this method only 
considers spatial variance but not the perceptual effect of content on 
HVS. In [14], perceptually temporal characteristics are considered in the 
AQ method by incorporating Just Noticeable Distortion (JND) into 
SATD, which can reflect the perceptual inter-frame dependency. The QP 
offset is generated more visual-friendly with this method. However, the 
spatial characteristic is inadequately considered in this method. 

In conclusion, the AQ methods with objective characteristics can not 
correlate with subjective quality well and the consideration of spatial or 
temporal perception redundancy in existing methods is inadequate. In 
this paper, we propose a CTU-level adaptive quantization algorithm to 
reduce not only spatial but also temporal perceptual redundancies. First, 
we establish the spatial perception aware adaptive quantization model 
to generate the spatial perception QP offset. Then, the temporal 
perception aware adaptive quantization model is constructed and the 
temporal perception QP offset is generated by perceptually temporal 
characteristic. Finally, the perceptually optimal QP and the corre-
sponding Lagrange multiplier are determined adaptively for each CTU 
based on the obtained QP offsets. Experimental results show that 
compared with RD17.0 [15] of AVS2, the proposed algorithm reduces by 
8.6% and 8.4% BD-Rate with SSIM for LDP and RA configurations on 
average, respectively. At the same time, the subjective test shows that 
the proposed algorithm can reduce remarkable bitrates in the case of 
similar subjective quality. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews 
various AQ methods with objective and perceptual characteristics in 
detail, respectively. In Section 3, our proposed spatiotemporal percep-
tion aware quantization algorithm is given. Experimental results are 
presented and analyzed in Section 4, and finally, conclusions are drawn 
in Section 5. 

2. Related works 

2.1. AQ methods based on objective characteristics 

Among the AQ methods based on objective characteristics, the 
variance is usually utilized as the spatial characteristic to determine the 
final QP for each CU. Taking the TM5 Model as an example, the spatial 
complexity Ad,k of kth CU at depth d is determined as the minimum value 
of the four sub-CU’s variances as 

Ad,k = 1+min
{

σ2
d,k

}
(1)  

where σ2
d,k is the variance. Then the frame-level average activity at depth 

d is calculated as 

Ad =
1

Nd

∑Nd − 1

k=0
Ad,k (2)  

where Nd is the total number of CUs at depth d. The final QP offset is 
determined with the logarithm operation as 

ΔQPd,k = 6log

(
p∙Ad,k + Ad

Ad,k + p∙Ad

)

(3)  

where p is the strength parameter. 
The TM5 Model takes the spatial feature both at CU level and at 

average frame level into consideration, which means that the areas with 
larger spatial complexity than others in one frame can be quantized 
more. However, TM5 Model utilizes the minimum variance of sub-CUs 
to represent the spatial activity of the whole CU, which leads to 
smaller spatial complexities for large-sized CUs. Thus, the performance 
with the TM5 Model is limited. 

In addition to the spatial AQ methods, the temporal AQ method 
scheme is also studied for video coding. CUTree Method in [8] provides 
a temporal model for adaptive quantization, which is incorporated in 
x265. CUTree Method uses the SATD as the temporal complexity to 
determine the QP offset ΔQPd,k, which can be expressed as 

ΔQPd,k = − strength∙log
( (

intra costd,k + ρd,k
)/

intra costd,k
)

(4)  

where strength is the weight factor derived from experimentations. 
intra costd,k is the estimated SATD cost of the intra mode of kth CU at 
depth d.ρd,k is the propagated cost of kth CU at depth d, which describes 
the reference importance of current CTU for future ones. It can be seen 
that the larger the propagated cost, the more influence on future coding 
units. Thus, the CU with large propagated cost should be protected 
more. More details can be found in [8]. 

2.2. AQ methods based on perceptual characteristics 

The AQ methods based on perceptual characteristics can help to 
achieve better subjective quality, which includes spatial and temporal 
perception characteristics. We take the SSIM-based AQ in [13] and 
perceptually temporal AQ in [14] as the spatial and temporal perception 
methods to review here, respectively. 

It is demonstrated that SSIM is more correlated with human 
perceptual quality than PSNR as an image quality metric [16]. To ach-
ieve a better subjective performance, the distortion based on SSIM 
(dSSIM) is used as the spatial perception complexity for each CU in 
SSIM-based AQ. It can be approximated to Mean Square Error (MSE) as 

dSSIM =
1

SSIM
− 1 ≈

MSE
2σ2

d,k + c2
(5)  

whereσ2
d,k is the variance of kth CU at depth d and c2 is a constant. The 

unconstrained cost function can be rewritten as 

J = SSE +
(

2σ2
d,k + c2

)
∙λ∙R (6)  

where SSE is the sum of MSE. λ is the Lagrange multiplier and R is the 
bits of the current CU. The overall rate of the frame should keep the same 
while using dSSIM as the distortion metric in RDO. The Lagrange 
multiplier can be computed as 

λd,k =
2σ2

d,k + c2

exp

(

1
Nd

∑Nd − 1
k=0 log

(
2σ2

d,k + c2

)
)λSSE (7)  

where λSSE is the default Lagrange multiplier. The QP offset can be 
determined by λd,k, since there is a direct relationship between the 
Lagrange multiplier and QP [17], which can be expressed as 

λ = β∙2(QP− 12)/3 (8)  

where β is a constant related to configurations in HEVC. Finally, the QP 
offset is computed as 
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ΔQPd,k = 3∙

(

sd,k −
1

Nd

∑Nd − 1

k=0
sd,k

)

(9)  

where sd,k = log
(

2σ2
d,k +c2

)
. 

However, the ΔQPk adjusted by equation (9) can only reflect the 
spatial characteristics. The AQ method in [13] does not consider the 
perceptual temporal characteristics sufficiently. The performance may 
be restricted when this method is applied to the simple and flat se-
quences with similar spatial perception characteristics. 

In [14], JND is incorporated into SATD to establish a novel temporal 
perception characteristic, named as the sum of absolute perceptual 
transform difference (SAPTD), which can reflect the perceptual inter- 
frame dependency well. SAPTD is obtained by a forward integer mo-
tion estimation (IME) and the minimum SAPTD is stored. Similar to the 
logarithm operation in x265, the temporary QP offset of a CU is calcu-
lated as 

ΔQP*
d,k = log

(
SAPTD*

d,k

)
(10)  

where the SAPTD*
d.k is the minimum SAPTD for kth CU at depth d The 

frame-level QP offset ΔQPd for final adjustment is determined as 

ΔQPd =
1

Nd

∑Nd − 1

k=0
ΔQP*

d,k (11) 

Therefore, visual-friendly QP offset for each CU is decided as 

ΔQPd,k = sT ×
(

ΔQP*
d,k − QPd

)
(12)  

where sT is an empirical parameter. The results in [14] show that this 
perceptual temporal AQ method can obtain a better subjective perfor-
mance for video coding. But there are still some spatial perception re-
dundancies that have not been considered. For example, when used in 
the sequence of scene changing, which means that the temporal de-
pendency is very weak, the performance of this method may be limited. 
Therefore, both spatial and temporal perception characteristics need to 
be considered to achieve a better subjective performance. 

3. Proposed method 

The backgrounds of AQ and typical existing AQ methods are 

described to help understand the nature of designing a suitable AQ 
method. As analyzed before, it can be seen that most of the existing AQ 
methods mainly concentrate on only spatial features or temporal fea-
tures, which leads the insufficient consideration of perceptual redun-
dancy. Therefore, we focus on designing a spatiotemporal perception 
aware AQ method by both taking the perceptually spatial and temporal 
characteristics into consideration in this section. The overall flow of our 
proposed AQ method is presented in Fig. 1. The spatial perception aware 
AQ model is introduced firstly, and the temporal perception aware AQ 
model is then presented in detail. The spatiotemporal perception aware 
AQ model is proposed finally. 

3.1. Spatial perception aware adaptive quantization model 

It is well known that the visual resolution of the HVS is limited, 
which means the human eyes can only perceive changes of content 
above certain thresholds. The JND technique estimates such threshold 
through the visual characteristics, such as luminance adaption, contrast 
masking, contrast sensitivity, etc. As stated in the research of [18], re-
gions with obvious statistical regularities are easier to be understood by 
the human brain than those otherwise. In other words, the HVS is more 
sensitive to these regular regions in comparison with others and the JND 
threshold of these regions is lower. Therefore, we adopt JND model by 
considering both the visual regularity and the contrast masking in [19]. 
The JND model is expressed as 

JND(x, y) = LA(x, y)+V M(x, y) − 0.3∙min{LA(x, y),V M(x, y) } (13)  

where x and y are the pixel positions. LA(x, y) is the luminance adapta-
tion, which can be expressed as 

LA(x, y) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

17 ×

(

1 −

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
B(x, y)

127

√ )

if B(x, y) < 127

3
128

× (B(x, y) − 127 ) + 3 else

(14)  

where B(x, y) is the mean luminance in the local region. Another factor 
V M(x, y)in the JND model is visual masking and it is calculated by 
considering both visual regularity and luminance contrast as follows. 

V M(x, y) = f (Lc(x, y),N (x, y) ) =
1.84∙L2.4

c

L2
c + 262 ∙

0.3∙N 2.7

N
2 + 1

(15) 

Fig. 1. The overall flow of proposed spatiotemporal perception aware AQ method.  
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where Lc(x, y) denotes the luminance contrast and N is defined as 
quantized orientation difference to estimate the visual regularity. 

We take the JND variance σ2
JND of a CTU as the spatial perception 

complexity, which can be expressed as 

σ2
JND =

1
M2

∑M− 1

x=0

∑M− 1

y=0

(
JND(x, y) − JND

)2
(16)  

where M2 is the number of pixels in the CTU and JND is the average JND 
value of the CTU. 

We assume that regions with different σ2
JND are different in being 

sensitive to quantization. To prove this point, the sequence “Basket-
ballPass” and “BlowingBubbles” are tested with 10 frames as examples. 
Firstly, the average σ2

JND of “BasketballPass” and “BlowingBubbles” are 
calculated, which are 2.95 and 4.71, respectively. Then, we set the SSIM 
and bitrate of QP = 20 as the anchor results and calculate the ΔSSIM and 
ΔR (Δbitrate) for every test QP by, 

Δ(SSIM,R)CurrentQP =
(SSIM,R)CurrentQP − (SSIM,R)20

(SSIM,R)20
× 100% (17)  

where the CurrentQP is the test QP ranging from 22 to 42 with an in-
terval of 2. 

The variations between ΔSSIM and ΔR are shown in Fig. 2. At the 

meanwhile, the slopes of the points of ΔSSIM and ΔR variations for the 
two different sequences are given out. From the results, it can be seen 
that the slope of sequence “BlowingBubbles” is less than the slope of the 
sequence “BasketballPass” at the same ΔR, which indicates that ΔSSIM 
with higher σ2

JND decreases slower than that with lower σ2
JND at the same 

ΔR. It means that, the former CTU is less sensitive to quantization than 
the latter one. Thus it provides us a chance to quantify more for the CTU 
with higher σ2

JND to save bits while keeping the SSIM quality, which will 
help to save bits for other CTUs and improve the compression 
performance. 

As described before, the larger the σ2
JND, the higher the spatial 

complexities of the CTUs, which means these CTUs can be quantized 
more. While the smaller the σ2

JND of the CTU, the more sensitive the 
human eyes are to it, which means the CTU should have the smaller QP. 
Therefore, for a certain CTU, when the σ2

JND can be obtained, similar to 
the logarithm operation in x265, we define the CTU-level temporary 
spatial perception QP offset as 

ΔQPS
i = log

(
σi

2
JND

)
(18)  

where σi
2
JND is the JND variance of i-th CTU. Then, as analyzed in [20], 

both the CTU-level and frame-level QP need to be taken into consider-
ation. The frame-level QP offset for final QP offset adjustment is 
expressed as 

QPS =
1
N
∑N

i=1
ΔQPS

i (19)  

where N is the number of CTUs. The final spatial perception QP offset is 
calculated as 

ΔQPS*
i = s1×(ΔQPS

i − QPS
)

(20)  

where s1 is an empirical coefficient to fully exploit the performance of 
perceptually spatial characteristics, which is analyzed in [20]. Several 
experiments are conducted with different s1 and the corresponding BD- 
Rate with SSIM results are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that even 
though the values of s1 with best performance for different sequences are 
diverse, the values of s1 with optimal performance for most sequences 
are within the range of (2.5, 3). In this paper, the s1 is set as 2.6 which 
can reach the acceptable average performance within various testing 
sequences. 

3.2. Temporal perception aware adaptive quantization model 

It is well known that the natural video sequence is not just a stack of 

Fig. 2. ΔSSIM and ΔR variations for spatially perceptual complexity (The JND 
variance of “BasketballPass” is 2.95 and “BlowingBubbles” is 4.71). 

Fig. 3. The comparison of performance with different s1 for various testing sequences.  
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independent still images, it also contains critical temporal perception 
characteristics. Temporal perception characteristics are related to the 
inter-frame dependencies, which can be another key factor for AQ 
method. The temporal perception characteristics for each CTU can be 

obtained between the reference frame and the current frame by motion 
estimation. With the motion estimation, the difference between two 
CTUs can be calculated as the temporal perception characteristics. 
Usually the smaller the difference between them, the larger the inter- 
frame dependency. In order to estimate these differences better, we 
adopt the source distortion temporal propagation model in [12] and 
take the motion compensation predicted (MCP) error (DMCP) as the 
temporal perception complexity, which is obtained with the original 
frame as the reference frame. 

To compute the MCP error of current CTU between the current frame 
t and the future frame t + 1, it can be expressed as, 

DMCP
i,t+1 = ‖Fi,t+1 − F̂ i,t‖

2
= ‖Fi,t+1 − Fi,t + Fi,t − F̂ i,t‖

2

= α∙
(

‖Fi,t+1 − Fi,t‖
2
+‖Fi,t − F̂ i,t‖

2
)

= α∙
(

DOMCP
i,t+1 +Di,t

)
(21)  

where Fi,t+1 is the pixel value of the i-th CTU in frame t+1 and F̂ i,t is the 
pixel value of the i-th CTU in the current reconstructed frame t. ‖∙‖
indicates the L2-norm operator and α is a constant. DOMCP

i,t+1 denotes the 
MCP error between the original frame t and t + 1. Di,t is the distortion of 
the i-th CTU in frame t, which can not be truly obtained before the 
compression of the current frame t. As analyzed in [12], Di,t can be 
estimated as 

Di,t = DMCP
i,t ∙F(θ) = DMCP

i,t ∙F

( ̅̅̅̅̅̅
2Q

√

DMCP
i,t

)

(22) 

Fig. 4. ΔSSIM and ΔR variations for temporally perceptual complexity (The 
MCP error of “BasketballPass” is 5.16 and “RaceHorses” is 3.88). 

Fig. 5. The comparison of performance with different s2 for various testing sequences.  

Fig. 6. The comparison of performance with different s for various testing sequences.  
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where DMCP
i,t is the MCP error between the reconstruction frame t − 1 and 

the original future frame t. Since the frame t − 1 is encoded, the recon-
struction frame t − 1 can be obtained. Subsequently, DMCP

i,t can be 
calculated by motion estimation with pre-analysis. F (θ) is the statistical 
curve, where θ is 

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
2Q

√
/DMCP

i,t and Q is the quantization step. 
In summary, the MCP error of current CTU for future frame can be 

expressed as follows, 

DMCP
i,t+1 = α∙

(

DOMCP
i,t+1 +DMCP

i,t ∙F

( ̅̅̅̅̅̅
2Q

√

DMCP
i,t

))

(23) 

The MCP error is taken as the temporal perception complexity in this 
paper. Similar to the spatial perception aware adaptive quantization 
model, we assume that regions with different MCP errors are different in 
being sensitive to quantization. The sequence “BasketballPass” and 
“RaceHorses” are tested with 10 frames as examples to verify this 
assumption in LDP configuration. In order to obtain the MCP error for 
each CTU, we use a IME method referenced by the next frame, which is 
the unrestricted center-Biased diamond search (UCBDS) method in [21] 
with search range 64 × 64 in our experiments. The averaged MCP error 
of “BasketballPass” and “RaceHorses” are 5.16 and 3.88, respectively. 
The experimental conditions are similar to those in Section 3.1. ΔSSIM 
and ΔR are computed with equation (17). The results are shown in Fig. 4 
and the slopes of the points of ΔSSIM and ΔR variations for the two 
different sequences are also given out. From the results, it can be seen 
that, at the same ΔR, the slope of sequence “BasketballPass” is less than 

the slope of the sequence “RaceHorses”. It indicates that ΔSSIM with 
higher MCP error decreases slower than those with lower values at the 
same ΔR, which means that the CTU with high MCP error is less sensitive 
to quantization than others. Therefore, the CTU with higher MCP error 
can be quantified more to save bits without significant perceptual 
quality loss between frames, which can also help to improve the 
compression performance. 

As the analysis before, there is a positive correlation between the 
MCP error and the QP. Thus the CTU-level temporal temporary 
perception QP offset ΔQPT

i is expressed as 

ΔQPT
i = log

(
∑t+m

j=t
DMCP

i,j

)

(24)  

where DMCP
i,j is the MCP error of i-th CTU in the j-th frame and m is the 

reference frame chain length, which is set as 1 in this paper. The frame 
level QP offset is calculated as 

QPT =
1
N
∑N

i=1
ΔQPT

i (25) 

After that, we have the final temporal perception aware QP offset as 
expressed as 

ΔQPT*
i = s2×(ΔQPT

i − QPT
)

(26)  

where s2 is an empirical parameter and its effect is similar to that of s1. 
The experiment results with different s2 and the corresponding BD-Rate 
with SSIM results are shown in Fig. 5. The s2 is set as 1.5 which can 
achieve the acceptable average performance within various testing se-
quences in this paper. 

3.3. Spatiotemporal perception aware adaptive quantization model 

Human eyes usually are affected by both spatial and temporal 
perception redundancies, which means that there is an overlap between 
those two kinds of redundancies. To get a better subjective quality, the 
overlap needs to be considered. Therefore, we construct an adaptive 
spatiotemporal perception aware model to eliminate the joint spatial 
and temporal perception redundancy. This model is expressed as  

where sign(∙) is the symbolic function, which can be expressed as 
follows. 

sign(γ) =
{

1 if γ ≥ 0
− 1 if γ < 0 (28)  

where γ is the variable. It can be seen that when sign
(
ΔQPS*

i
)
= =

sign
(
ΔQPT*

i
)
, the spatial and temporal perception redundancies have the 

same effects on the HVS. In this case, we consider reducing the overlap 
impact. In another case, the spatial and temporal perception re-
dundancies have the opposite effects for human eyes, which means there 
is no overlap. Therefore, the final ΔQPST

i is obtained by directly adding 
ΔQPS*

i and ΔQPT*
i in this case. 

In equation (27), s is an empirical parameter for optimal 

Fig. 7. Algorithm flow of the proposed adaptive spatiotemporal perception 
quantization. 

ΔQPST
i =

{
ΔQPS*

i + ΔQPT*
i − s∙min

{
ΔQPS*

i ,ΔQPT*
i

}
ifsign(ΔQPS*

i

)
== sign(ΔQPT*

i

)

ΔQPS*
i + ΔQPT*

i else
(27)   
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Table 1 
Coding performance comparison in terms of BD-Rate using SSIM.  

Resolution Sequence LDP RA 
Pro. [14] [13] Pro. [14] [13] 

1080p Sunflower − 8.0% − 8.1% − 6.1% − 13.4% − 9.6% − 8.4% 
Cactus − 5.2% − 4.3% − 4.1% − 1.8% − 3.9% − 0.2% 
BasketballDrive − 9.0% − 6.8% − 7.5% − 13.6% − 8.8% − 8.6% 
Pedestrian_area − 4.7% − 2.8% − 2.1% − 8.5% − 4.1% − 4.0% 

WVGA BQMall − 5.0% − 4.8% 0.4% − 7.9% − 6.1% 0.7% 
PartyScene − 8.5% − 6.4% − 2.7% − 9.9% − 7.9% − 2.0% 
BasketballDrill − 26.6% − 19.3% − 18.3% − 20.1% − 14.4% − 17.2% 
RaceHorses 0.0% − 0.8% 0.5% − 0.1% − 3.0% 1.1% 

WQVGA BasketballPass − 21.6% − 15.8% − 12.7% − 15.8% − 11.3% − 10.0% 
BlowingBubbles − 1.9% − 4.6% 1.1% − 3.5% − 3.4% − 0.5% 
BQSquare − 15.9% − 9.7% − 7.3% − 13.7% − 8.0% − 8.2% 
RaceHorses − 5.1% − 3.5% − 4.3% − 4.6% − 4.6% − 0.6% 

720p Harbour − 0.6% − 0.6% 1.5% − 0.4% 0.0% 2.3% 
Crew − 4.2% − 2.0% − 5.0% − 4.1% − 1.7% − 4.4% 
City − 7.8% − 4.8% − 6.2% − 6.0% − 2.8% − 4.6% 
Vidyo1 − 10.6% − 7.8% − 7.1% − 6.6% − 4.5% − 4.2% 
Vidyo4 − 11.6% − 6.6% − 5.9% − 12.9% − 6.4% − 5.3% 

Average  − 8.6% − 6.4% − 5.1% − 8.4% − 5.9% − 4.4%  

Fig. 8. RD curve comparison for video sequences (a) BasketballDrill, (b) PartyScene, (c) BasketballPass, (d) BQSquare.  
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performance. The coding performance with different s is tested with 
various test sequences and is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that s = 0.6 
can reach the best average coding performance. After that, the percep-
tual optimal QP for the current CTU is denoted as 

QPi = QPframe +ΔQPST
i (29)  

where QPframe is the frame-level QP, which is set by the configuration. 
Finally, the Lagrange multiplier is adjusted with the QPi according in 
RD17.0 as 

λi =

⎧
⎨

⎩

0.68∙w∙2(QPi − 11)/4 for I frame
0.544∙w∙2(QPi − 11)/4 for P and F frame

0.816∙w∙2(QPi − 11)/4 for B frame
(30)  

where w is the constant related to coding structure. I, P, F and B frame 
are frame types. In brief, the flow of the proposed adaptively spatio-
temporal perception aware quantization algorithm is shown as Fig. 7. 

4. Experimental results 

4.1. Experiment setup 

To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we implement it on the AVS2 
reference software RD17.0. The experiments are conducted under LDP 

and RA configurations of common test conditions (CTC) [22] specified 
by AVS-P2. 17 sequences of 8-bit depth are tested, which include four 
formats, i.e.. 1080p (1920x1080), 720p (1280x720), WVGA (832x480), 
WQVGA (416x240). The QP values are set to 20, 26, 32 and 38, 
respectively. Two other related approaches are also tested for the coding 
performance comparisons, which are the SSIM-based AQ in [13] and the 
perceptually temporal AQ in [14]. 

4.2. Coding performance comparisons and discussions 

The rate-distortion coding performance of the proposed spatiotem-
poral AQ method is measured in terms of BD-Rate [23] based SSIM over 
RD17.0 as shown in Table 1. The proposed AQ method is applied to CTU 
with a size of 64× 64. Considering the computational complexity of 
temporal perception aware AQ model, we use the UCBDS method in 
[21] with search range 64 × 64 to estimate the perceptual temporal 
complexity. The QP offset is allowed at the CTU level within range [-9, 
+9]. It can be seen that the proposed method achieves 8.6% and 8.4% 
BD-Rate reductions with LDP and RA configurations on average over 
RD17.0, respectively. Fig. 8 shows some examples of coding perfor-
mance comparison for some video sequences. Comparing the results of 
the SSIM-based AQ in [13] and the perceptual temporal AQ in [14], the 
proposed algorithm can achieve better performance since the proposed 
scheme takes both spatial and temporal perception redundancies into 
consideration. 

As to the results of RA structure, it can be observed that the proposed 
algorithm can also get better performance than the other two algo-
rithms. As demonstrated in [14], the pre-analysis IME method only 
implemented on the one future frame may limit the performance 
improvement for the RA configuration due to the complex frame 
structure. As shown in Table 1, the performance of the perceptual 
temporal AQ in [14] under LDP configurations is better than that under 
RA configurations. Although the forward motion search is applied on the 
future frame in the proposed algorithm, the proposed algorithm also 
considers the influence of spatial redundancies on human eyes. 

Table 2 
PSNR-based BD-Rate comparison for different AQ methods.  

Resolution LDP RA 
Pro. [14] [13] Pro. [14] [13] 

1080p 10.2% 2.2% 8.4% 11.4% 2.8% 7.0% 
WVGA 3.9% 0.5% 5.3% 4.1% 0.5% 4.7% 
WQVGA 2.9% 0.9% 0.5% 3.3% 0.8% 2.7% 
720p 4.2% 2.6% 7.3% 4.4% 0.9% 6.7% 
Average 5.3% 1.5% 5.4% 5.8% 1.3% 5.3%  

Fig. 9. Visualized representation of CTU-based QP offsets for sequence “Sunflower” (a) the original sequence, (b) SPAQ, (c) TPAQ, (d) The proposed algorithm.  
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Therefore, the proposed algorithm can achieve better performance for 
both LDP and RA configurations. 

Besides the BD-Rate with SSIM, the PSNR-based BD-Rate for the 
SSIM-based AQ in [13], the perceptual temporal AQ in [14] and the 
proposed algorithm are listed in Table 2. From the results in Table 2, it 
can be seen that all methods have no performance gains with PSNR- 

based BD-Rate. Since these three methods are specified on the percep-
tual video coding, the performance loss with PSNR-based BD-Rate is 
reasonable. 

For an intuitive illustration, Fig. 9 shows the varying QP offsets over 
different CTU locations in the 3rd frame of the sequence “Sunflower”. 
The warmer CTU corresponds to a larger QP offset while the cooler CTU 
is associated with a smaller QP offset. For example, the red one has the 
larger QP offset while the CTU with blue color has a smaller QP offset. It 
can be seen that for the spatial perception aware AQ (SPAQ), the smaller 
QP offsets are applied to the CTUs in regular regions which are much 
more sensitive to HVS and the larger QP offsets are used for the CTUs 
with complex textures. In Fig. 9(b), the perceptually spatial complexities 
of CTUs in tubular flower regions are larger than those in other regions, 
which means these CTUs can be quantized more. 

For the temporal perception aware AQ (TPAQ), the smaller QP off-
sets are applied to the stationary background or still objects to protect 
the inter-frame dependencies and the larger ones used for the objects 
with less inter-frame dependencies. In Fig. 9(a), the foreground with bee 
has motion while the background keeps almost static. Thus, the inter- 
frame dependencies of the CTUs with the bee are less than the CTUs 
with sunflower, which can be quantized more, while the CTUs with the 
sunflower should be protected more as Fig. 9(c) shows. 

For the spatiotemporal perception aware AQ (STPAQ), the QP offset 
includes the consideration of both spatial and temporal perception 
characteristics so that the smaller QP offsets are applied for the CTUs 
with both more inter-frame dependencies in the temporal domain and 
regular dependencies in the spatial domain while the larger ones are 
utilized for the CTUs with high complexity in both perceptual spatial 
and temporal domain. A smaller QP offset tends to lead the encoder to 

Fig. 10. The coding performance for the sequence “Sunflower” with SPAQ, 
TPAQ and the proposed algorithm. 

Table 3 
The MOS and rate reduction between RD17.0 and proposed algorithm.  

Sequence QPframe = 20  Sequence QPframe = 26  
RR  RD17.0 Pro. RR  RD17.0 Pro. 

Sunflower − 25.8% 4.58 4.33 Sunflower − 29.1% 4.33 4.17 
Cactus − 26.6% 4.83 4.58 Cactus − 35.0% 4.25 4.33 
BasketballDrive − 25.0% 4.67 4.58 BasketballDrive –33.5% 4.33 4.25 
Pedestrian_area − 20.8% 4.82 4.64 Pedestrian_area –22.8% 4.36 4.36 
BQMall − 20.8% 4.75 4.67 BQMall − 25.2% 4.25 4.17 
PartyScene − 16.1% 4.42 4.58 PartyScene –22.3% 4.17 4.25 
BasketballDrill − 28.2% 4.75 4.67 BasketballDrill –32.1% 4.42 4.33 
RaceHorses − 15.0% 4.83 4.67 RaceHorses –22.1% 4.08 4.00 
BasketballPass − 35.2% 4.75 4.75 BasketballPass − 39.7% 4.33 4.25 
BlowingBubbles − 15.1% 4.58 4.33 BlowingBubbles − 16.8% 4.25 4.17 
BQSquare − 16.8% 4.50 4.58 BQSquare − 25.0% 4.33 4.08 
RaceHorses − 13.2% 4.58 4.58 RaceHorses − 16.9% 4.33 4.17 
Harbour − 11.9% 4.33 4.75 Harbour − 14.8% 4.50 4.33 
Crew − 27.9% 4.50 4.58 Crew –32.7% 4.45 4.42 
City − 15.6% 4.67 4.58 City –23.0% 4.33 4.25 
Vidyo1 − 45.5% 4.42 4.33 Vidyo1 − 43.4% 4.25 4.08 
Vidyo4 − 47.8% 4.92 4.83 Vidyo4 − 44.7% 4.75 4.50 
Sequence QPframe = 32  Sequence QPframe = 38  

RR  RD17.0 Pro. RR  RD17.0 Pro. 
Sunflower − 29.3% 3.36 3.42 Sunflower − 27.8% 3.25 3.08 
Cactus − 30.2% 3.75 3.58 Cactus − 27.4% 3.42 3.33 
BasketballDrive − 31.6% 3.58 3.25 BasketballDrive − 30.3% 2.75 2.67 
Pedestrian_area –23.1% 3.55 3.25 Pedestrian_area –22.3% 3.17 3.00 
BQMall − 25.4% 3.83 3.75 BQMall − 24.1% 2.64 2.67 
PartyScene − 25.0% 3.50 3.42 PartyScene − 26.1% 3.25 3.08 
BasketballDrill –32.9% 3.50 3.42 BasketballDrill –32.0% 2.73 2.83 
RaceHorses –23.0% 3.67 3.42 RaceHorses –22.2% 3.42 3.08 
BasketballPass − 40.0% 3.58 3.50 BasketballPass − 37.3% 3.08 3.17 
BlowingBubbles − 16.6% 3.42 3.33 BlowingBubbles − 15.7% 3.08 2.83 
BQSquare − 20.3% 3.17 3.17 BQSquare − 19.9% 3.25 3.00 
RaceHorses − 18.1% 3.42 3.33 RaceHorses − 16.9% 2.83 2.58 
Harbour − 15.1% 3.67 3.50 Harbour − 14.5% 3.25 3.17 
Crew − 27.5% 3.33 3.25 Crew − 24.2% 2.92 2.83 
City − 20.5% 3.67 3.33 City − 17.0% 3.17 3.00 
Vidyo1 − 34.7% 3.42 3.33 Vidyo1 − 29.7% 3.18 2.92 
Vidyo4 − 36.6% 3.67 3.50 Vidyo4 − 29.9% 3.08 3.00  
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select the coding option with smaller distortion and higher consumed 
bits, which in turn provides better perceptual coding quality. While the 
larger QP offsets decrease the consumed bits in the CTUs which are not 
perceptually important. As shown in Fig. 9(d), the CTUs in the regions 
with the bee and the tubular flower can be assigned with larger QP 
offsets to save bits without too much perceptual distortion and the CTUs 
in the areas with sunflower seeds and ligulate flowers are given smaller 
QP offsets due to the low complexities of perceptual spatial and tem-
poral domains. The coding performance for sequence Sunflower with 
SPAQ, TPAQ and the proposed STPAQ method is shown in Fig. 10. It can 
be seen that the performance of STPAQ is better than those of the SPAQ 
and the TPAQ, which only considers the spatial or temporal character-
istics alone, respectively. 

4.3. Subjective quality comparison 

Finally, the subject quality assessment experiments are performed 
with the RD17.0 and with the proposed method for all testing sequences. 
The double stimulus continuous quality scale (DSCQS) [24] method is 
used as our subjective quality evaluation. 12 observers (8 of them are 
related field and others naive) are employed and all of them have been 
trained before the test. The displaying order of videos is random and 

unknown to the observers and 10 s black screen is provided between two 
videos for rest. During the voting time, observers are required to give the 
mean opinion score (MOS) [25] from five consecutive numbers, which is 
“Excellent(5)”, “Good(4)”, “Fair(3)”, “Poor(2)”, “Bad(1)”. The larger 
MOS means the test video has a higher subjective quality. The MOS and 
rate reduction from RD17.0 to the proposed algorithm with LDP 
configuration are shown in Table 3. The RR in the Table 3 means the rate 
reduction from the RD17.0 to the proposed algorithm as follows. 

RR =
bitrateproposed − bitrateRD17.0

bitrateRD17.0
× 100% (31) 

It can be seen that the MOS values of the proposed algorithm are 
close to those of RD17.0 while all the RR are negative, which indicates 
that our proposed algorithm saves quite many bitrates without losing 
subjective quality. To display the subjective quality more intuitively, the 
visual comparison of sequence “Cactus” is shown as an example in 
Fig. 11. It can be seen that it can save 17% bitrates with almost the same 
subjective quality. 

4.4. Complexity evaluation 

In order to evaluate the complexity of the proposed algorithm, the 
encoding time is measured. All tests are run on a personal computer with 
an Intel (R) Core i7-9700 K CPU at 3.6 GHz and 64 GB memory. Table 4 
shows the results of coding time comparisons for RD17.0 and the pro-
posed algorithm. According to our experiments, the proposed algorithm 
uses almost the same encoding time as the default RD17.0 with LDP and 
RA configurations. It is understandable for three reasons. Firstly, this is 
because the UCBDS method is only used at the CTU level as referenced 
by one future frame. It takes a very small percentage of the time, which 
is demonstrated in [12]. Secondly, our proposed algorithm can improve 
the inter-frame dependencies between CTUs, which causes better pre-
diction results. Thus, fewer prediction residuals are processed in the 
following encoding time. Finally, some CTUs with the larger QP than the 
anchor are quantized more. More perceptually unnecessary details are 
reduced, which may lead to time saving. Therefore, the complexity of 
the proposed algorithm is close to the RD17.0. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose an adaptive perception aware quantization 
model to achieve better subjective coding performance for video coding. 
The spatial and temporal perception aware models are firstly established 
respectively to measure the perceptual complexity. With the help of the 
models, the adaptively spatial and temporal QP offsets are then calcu-
lated for each CTU. Finally, the perceptually optimal Lagrange multi-
plier of each CTU is determined with the spatial–temporal QP offset. 
Experiment results have demonstrated that the proposed algorithm can 
improve the performance of the RD17.0 codec by − 8.6% and − 8.4% in 
terms of BD-Rate with SSIM for the LDP and RA configurations, 
respectively. Subjective quality evaluation proves that the proposed 
algorithm can save quite many bitrates with a similar visual quality 
compared to RD17.0. It is noted that the AQ model in our proposed al-
gorithm is established by the spatial and temporal perception charac-
teristics in the video, which means the AQ model only depends on the 
features of the video. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is not limited to 
the use on RD17.0, but also can be applied to other video coding stan-
dards. In the future, we will study better AQ methods to improve more 
subjective coding performance. 
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Fig. 11. Subjective comparison for the sequence “Cactus”  

Table 4 
Coding time comparisons for RD17.0 and the proposed algorithm.  

Encoding time(s) LDP RA 
RD17.0 Pro. RD17.0 Pro. 

1080p 37014.9 36909.1 51673.9 50975.0 
WVGA 6925.8 6810.5 9466.4 9209.4 
WQVGA 2166.6 2125.3 2917.5 2828.0 
720p 16215.7 16151.3 22791.4 22713.7  
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